building today’s windows
with tomorrow in mind
tomorrow’s technology today

delivery marks a new beginning

setting industry standards

While many of today’s windows have yet to meet
the 2009 recommendations issued by Natural Resources
Canada, not only is VWD up-to-date with current technology
and standards, our windows are designed to meet standards
yet to come!
At VWD, we’re active members of industry associations and
sit on numerous boards and other advisory committees. We
are an integral part of the decision-making processes that
are determining today what will be an industry requirement
tomorrow. That’s how we stay ahead of the game!
VWD’s engineering staff ensures the highest standards of
architectural strength and design elegance combined with
superior insulation values and maximum light penetration.
Our computer-controlled highly-automated manufacturing
facility, coupled with an on-site testing lab, allows VWD to
maintain a consistency of quality in every window it builds.
Other companies meet standards—VWD sets them.
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Once your new VWD windows are installed, you’ll
begin to enjoy more comfort in your home. With
decades of experience, VWD prides itself on
maintaining a relationship with its dealers and the
homeowners they serve – for life.

you can’t fake quality...

Any more than you can fake a good meal
—WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS

After decades of manufacturing Windows For
Life, VWD continues to keep its in-house
testing facility current. Its rigorous testing, to
CSA’s highest standards of certification, allows
VWD to comfortably stand behind its products.

As a consumer, you may be curious to know why
more ENERGY STAR® registered dealers have
chosen VWD than any other manufacturer in
Canada for eleven consecutive years. The answer
is simple. VWD manufactures windows precisely to
Natural Resources Canada’s specifications.

worth-the-paper warranty
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Decades of Innovation
at a Glance

VWD has stood behind its windows for almost three decades.
Its Windows for Life™ Warranty proves that your satisfaction
is very important.

certified and

qualified
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VWD products are certified by CSA, IGMA, NFRC and AAMA. Our products are
ENERGY STAR® certified and we are a Window Wise approved manufacturer.
VWD is a member of SAWDAC and of Fenestration Canada (CWDMA). For
further certification details, please refer to: www.vinylwindowdesigns.com or
call 1-800-668-4820.

Your authorized distributor is:
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glass, glass, glass
divide
and decorate!

window selections

To add a traditional look to your
new windows, you can choose
Simulated Divided Lites (SDLs)
— profiles added to the inside
and outside of the window. The
result? All of the curb
appeal on a reasonable budget.

Casements and Awnings
The casement is the homeowner’s 21st century window of choice.
VWD brings you the most innovative and energy efficient version
of this popular window. Even the most economical Plus Series
window comes with a folding handle, spring-loaded screen and tamper-resistant concealed hinges.

quiet, please
the sound of silence

R/U
insulated?

To most homeowners, R or U
insulation value becomes
meaningful when it translates to:
a) Preventing heat loss in the
winter.
b) Keeping heat outside in the
summer.
Different applications may
demand different low-e glass in certain areas of your home.
Unlike most, VWD carries both to optimize your comfort
level, as well as energy efficiency. Ask your dealer about our
Custom Low-E glass packages.

				Finally... a spacer
system that just won’t compromise
The ultimate in glass
technology, the stainless
spacer delivers the warm
edge advantage while
enhancing the structural
integrity of the complete
sealed unit system. You
will not admire your
VWD windows from
across the room; you’ll
cozy up to them.

The right combination
of glass types, with the
correct thicknesses can
yield a reduction in sound
transmission. The right air
space between pieces of
glass reduces transmission of noise. You’ll love the sound
of silence!

Diamond Premium Glass is 33% to 100% thicker than
industry standards. Approximately 85% of your window
is a sealed glass unit. Thicker glass reduces exterior noise;
offers higher insulating value; is harder to break and
withstands the pressure of high winds.

Industry
Standard

A wide variety of interior and exterior
accessories are available to enhance the
beauty and function of your windows. Snap
on casings and rosettes are
fully washable and can be
instantly removed prior
to painting or decorating
your room’s walls.

Our Truth Ultra Operating System adds beauty, elegance
and simplicity and won’t interfere with your drapes or
blinds. Standard on Premium and Ultra Casements and
Awnings.

magnetic qualities

VWD products come in many different sizes and shapes. They have
to. With nearly three decades of manufacturing replacement windows
for thousands of heritage homes and tens of thousands of custom
homes, VWD has the experience to complement the architectural
expression of your home.

The revolutionary TouchScreen™ magnetic screen system is available
with the Ultra Casement and Premium Casement Window Systems.
If the purpose of innovation is to make life easier, you’ll be impressed
with TouchScreen™.

foam “warmware”

Double and Single Hung
These traditional-styled windows are popular
with homeowners wanting to maintain the
architectural integrity of their home. Customize
your options to obtain a clean look while you
delight in the tilting of the operating sashes that
make cleaning a breeze!

Projecting bay and bow windows create the
illusion of a room being larger than its floor
space. Make creative use of this extra space by
adding a window seat for the family bookworm
or a place for your plants to bask in the sun. Bays
and bows can be customized to build the look and
functionality you desire.

Double and Single Sliding
Diamond
Premium

with style

Architectural Shapes

Bays and Bows

see and hear
the difference

accessorize

Popular for their large glass area, VWD’s wide
assortment includes the popular double tilt version
and lift out models. Knowing that the key to a great
tilt slider is superior drainage and a superior tilt-in
function, VWD offers performance while providing
you with an unobstructed view.

window
dressing
For discriminating tastes, 78
standard exterior colours in
Enviro Coatings fit many
different home styles.

For people who really dislike
winter, and offered as an option,
polyurethane foam is injected into
the frame of each window and
expands. The result? Superior
insulation and warmth.

get smart...

some things
are worth
hiding
The Ultra Casement Rolling
Screen hides your screen
from view when it’s not
required. The result? An
unhindered, panoramic view
from your window.

Another innovation from VWD designed to make
your life easier. Separate locking and tilting functions
are a thing of the past. Smart Locks allow you to both
unlock and tilt in your sash with a single operation.
Now that’s smart.

